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Discover the 1st volume of the Top Rated Puzzlebook: Puzzle Quizzes series, versions for

e-readers. In this brand-new puzzle collection you will find 100 pictorial, hand-crafted puzzle quizzes

in different themes: logic, visual, spatial, counting, geometry, matchstick, coins, searching, and

much more.Hot NewsOver 700 000 downloads for the Puzzlebook series! Discover why thousands

of Kindle users are addicted to Puzzlebooks.NoveltyAll puzzle quizzes are original creations by the

Grabarchuk Family and delivered exclusively for Kindle.InteractivityYou can interactively answer

and check a puzzle quiz by clicking the respective answer. Only the correct answer leads to the

solution page. Learn more how to play Puzzlebook on different devices.Made Specially for

E-readersPuzzlebook works fast on e-readers, graphic is sharp and simple. Images are

black-and-white and specially optimized for e-ink devices.Enjoy it in Color and HD Too!Get 100

Puzzle Quizzes HD to enjoy entire new colorful experience playing Puzzlebook on Kindle Fire,

Kindle Fire HD, iPad, iPhone, Android, PC, Mac, or other devices using a free Kindle app. For the

first time Kindle Puzzlebook contains color high-definition images - four times bigger images

compared to the previous version. Now each puzzle looks perfectly sharp and detailed with richer

colors.Play Anywhere!Puzzlebook is specially designed for playing on any Kindle e-reader or tablet,

as well on any other devices using a free Kindle app. Be sure to play it on different devices for more

fun and comfort.RankingThe collection is specially created for all kinds of solvers - beginners,

skillful, and experts alike. The puzzles are arranged so that you start with the easiest (*) puzzles and

progress to the hardest (*****) puzzles.Happy Puzzling!
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Are you good at math and geometry but have difficulty with words and graphic designs? Can you

calculate the volume of objects, crack a code or even pick out why one object is different from

others even if the difference is subtle. This puzzle book is not only a Mensa type challenge but also

you can clearly see how your brain is wired and what your mental strengths and weaknesses might

be.This version of the book is for E-reader devices and contains black and white images. Each

puzzle is designed to load fast on E-readers and the graphics are sharp and simple and easy to

interpret but sometimes not easy to solve. That's why it is a puzzle book.This book is a collection of

a wonderful and challenging set of puzzles. They are visually and graphically well designed and

thought-provoking. This book will provide you hours of enjoyment and offers you an interesting way

to evaluate something in depth and think outside of the box. I own several of these books from the

Grabarchuk family and I have loved them all. If you are looking for a color version for a higher end

tablet then take a look at this book:100 Puzzle Quizzes HD (Interactive Puzzlebook for Tablets)I

enjoyed this book and I believe you will enjoy it too!I purchased this book on the day it was released

and free to everybody.

This is the e-reader version of the Grabarchuk 100 Puzzle Quizzes. It is a fun and thought

provoking book of puzzles that will entertain families for many hours. All 100 are original inventions.

There are two versions of the puzzles. One is optimized for e-ink kindles. The other is for tablets.

Both have the same contents. There is an elaborate introduction and an easy to understand

instruction "How to Play the Games." The 100 puzzles are of all kinds and figures, logic, visual,

counting, matchsticks, coins, and much more. The puzzles are easy to read and understand, and

the solutions to them are easy to find. Each puzzle has from one to five stars indicating how difficult

it is. One can go to the list of puzzles and choose which puzzle one wants to try.The following are

some examples: The thirty seventh has three stars indicating that it is fairly hard. It shows a design

made out of lines and asks which of four words could fit into the deign? Number thirty eight shows a

picture of steps running along the outside of a square and steps within the square and asks "what is

the least number of steps needed to reach floor F?" The hundredth puzzle, like three others, has



five stars. It shows two columns of three dice in each. It asks "which tower shows the larger sum of

total outer surface?" See my review of the tablet version for other examples.

Tons of puzzles to make you think and wonder. Numbers that donâ€™t match, steps to a

destination, hidden words, which items donâ€™t belong, and many more puzzles to make you

sweat. I played with this game and lost track of time(more than once.) The puzzles are addicting

and kept me coming back for more. My son enjoyed this puzzle book also. He beat me in finishing,

his brain seems wired better than mine.I did find myself wishing that the puzzles came with better

instructions on how to complete. I had to cheat a few times and see if I had the right answer until I

got a better understanding of how that particular puzzle worked. As I played more, I realized that it

was easier to figure out what the puzzle was asking. So the more I played the better I got.My only

complaint is I found the 5 way button a bit difficult to use when answering. I would rather have typed

the answer, of course that wouldnâ€™t work well for all the different kinds of Kindles out there. But if

you like puzzles and brain teasers, you will love this item. I played it on my Kindle with keyboard.

Color would add a bit of spice to the game if you have a Fire or other tablet.

The Grabarchuk Family Puzzlebook: 100 Puzzle Quizzes (in sparkling black and white and

interactive!) should become essential workout material for all for those baby boomers who are

approaching retirement AND all those beyond retirement age AND for young people excited about

polishing their mental skills - a terrific pre-examination jog. What the Grabarchuk family has

provided is a transportable gig full of visual aptitude/spatial relations/astute synapse connections

tests that are both fun and challenging. Each of the 101 tests requires concentration, decision

making skills, quality perception, and focused attention. What at first seems rather obvious to some

gradually becomes a book load of brainteasers and testers that will, in the latter pages, challenge

even the most practiced aficionado of mental games.What makes this series of brain checkers so

'enjoyable' is that they are all in color and demand an interactive approach: you know at the end of

the test whether you arrived at the right answer or not. It may be simple to figure out how to use this

interactive book, but the 'simplicity' ends there. These are tough tests and require mature

concentration form the user. We are living in a time when people congregate at the gyms for

workouts, tape cardiotimers to the arms for walking/jogging/running/ and buy into nutritional

programs and that is all a step in the right direction: these activities help fight the war on obesity that

is threatening national health. But equally important is providing a workout for the brain - the only

inexpensive tactics to fend off creeping senility and dare we say Alzheimer's disease? Perhaps the



language is too strong and certainly the Grabarchuk Family does not purport such claims. But these

games and puzzles are far more than entertaining: these 100 Puzzle Quizzes are Healthy! Grady

Harp, November 12
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